Long term Plan

Subject: Economics

YEAR 13

Term

Topic(s)

Assessed work

Additional details

1a
7 weeks

Micro
Review including production so far
Revenue
Profit, Technology
Creative destruction research and presentations
Performance and objectives
Efficiencies
Review and extend fiscal policy
Macro
Structure of financial markets and financial assets
Structure of financial markets and financial assets
Commercial banks and investment banks
Regulation of financial markets
Central banks and monetary policy
Central banks and monetary policy
Review and extend fiscal policy

Test Production, Costs
and Revenue
Financial Markets and
Monetary Policy

Students were given a glossary of
all micro terms at the start of
Year 12 and have been compiling
their own glossaries of macro
terms. They were also given a
summary of all micro diagrams at
the start of Year 12 and checklists
of the micro and macro
specifications.
The Library has copies of the core
textbooks and extension reading
material on a range of aspects of
the course.
The Bank of England website has
some useful resources on
financial markets. Students will
also have the chance to discuss
financial markets with an
investment banker in a zoom
meeting.
We may also be able to get a
representative from the Bank of
England to come in to talk to us.

Micro
Perfect Competition
Monopoly, Monopolistic competition
Oligopoly
Price Discrimination
Competition policy, regulation and deregulation
Macro
Review supply-side policies
Review Globalisation and trade, Review and extend
balance of payments
Review and extend exchange rate systems
Contestable markets, Competition policy
Nationalisation and privatisation
Micro
Demand and Supply of Labour
National Minimum Wage
Other recent trends in the labour market – gig
economy, labour market failures review
Poverty, exam practice on inequality and poverty
macro
Wage determination, Trade unions
Discrimination, Technology and the labour market
Inequality in the distribution of income and wealth
Marginal analysis review, property rights and the
environment

8/11/21 –mock exams
begin (no taught
curriculum)
Section A
Section B Production
Essay 15 and 25
MC 50 (AS Paper 1 & 2)
Financial Markets Essays

Teachers will share with
students sample essays and
tips for technique in essay
writing, diagrammatic
analysis and quantitative
skills.
Look online for additional
resources from Tutor2u.net
and useful clips from
Econplusdal

42 lessons

1b
7 weeks
42 lessons

2a
7 weeks
42 lessons

Market Structures

Labour Market
Inequality

Students will be encouraged
to begin their revision for
the exams as early as
possible. Regular
personalised key terms tests
will build knowledge
throughout the course.
Students should also make
sure they are following the
news on the FT and BBC
apps to gain useful
contextual examples.

2b
5 weeks
35 lessons

3a
5 weeks
35 lessons

Revision
Paper 3 skills:
Economic integration and the EU
Development and growth
Labour markets, housing market
International trade and protectionism
Financial markets
Environmental concerns, inequality

Paper 3 mock

Teachers can recommend
revision guides for students
to aid them in their studies

Revision lessons planned according to needs of the
class

Exams

Teachers will provide additional
revision sessions as necessary.
Literacy support booklets and
synoptic economics booklets will
also be provided as additional
support.

